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Introduction: character network analysis

is sometimes actually in the details rather than in what is
immediately obvious, at the center of the graph.

Network analysis allows the literary scholar to take a step
back from a given text, by providing both an overview to
approach the object differently, and a new structural and
mathematical angle. With this paper, we wish to present a
process, some elements of which lay the basis of an
approach that we think biblical studies should seize.
This paper is divided into four main parts: after a short
introduction, it addresses, both generally and technically,
the stakes of network analysis for narratology. Secondly, it
presents the results provided by a network analysis of
characters in the four Gospels. Then, a third part examines
several levels of analysis: visual, quantitative and
mathematical. Before a conclusion, a fourth section
discusses the benefits of scaling in network analysis,
focusing on particular groups within the narrative field.
While character network analysis and visualization has
evolved considerably over the past ten years, it remains a
stammering field. This contribution can be seen as a
continuation of the debate launched by Cohen (2007) which
questions some uses of network analysis and visualization
in literary studies. Commenting on Wattenberg and Viégas
(2007) promoting Many Eyes, the new IBM online data
visualization service, he rightly shows the limits of the
example chosen to prove the merits of this tool: an analysis
of the New Testament presenting a so-called “social
network of the New Testament” based on the cooccurrences of characters in chapters. Cohen’s criticism is
directed to the wonder of researchers towards a tool merely
highlighting what anyone could have established: the
centrality of the person of Christ in the New Testament. He
concludes “Make sure your visualizations expose something
new, hidden, non-obvious”. In fact, the authors of this
questionable visualization do not draw such conclusion
since they keep to the technical exercise. But it shows very
well that data visualization - and network visualization in
particular - should not be limited to a nice visual result.
Our goal here is to bring other elements to this discussion
and to show that the centrality of the Christ in the Gospel
can be questioned through network analysis. The narrative
situation is not as simple as it appears, especially since Jesus
is not only present through the occurrences of his own
name. We will firstly show how such a simple automated
distant reading is not sufficient, and secondly that the visual
aspect of a network isn’t by far its only reading key. It is also
to show that in the world of network graphics, the interest

A text is a network
Characters analysis and narratology
The shape of a given narrative influences its analysis. More
specifically, the point of view of the narrator (see the
typology in Abrams 1999:231-236) determines the axis of
the quantitative study based on the characters in a novel.
Various studies, following Barthes’ (1975:238) advice not
to be reluctant to structural analysis inspired by
experimental sciences have focused on the interactions
between characters (e.g. Batagelj et al. 2002, Stiller and
Hudson 2005, Elson et al. 2010, or Sack 2013). This allows
the partial reconstruction and visualization of the latter’s
social network, although it is limited by the gaze of a more
or less omniscient narrator. There is no “social” network in
our study, because our goal is to avoid these social
approaches by analyzing the simultaneous presence of
characters in the scenes of the story. Such an analysis is
made possible in the Gospels by the omniscient narrator’s
position. It is therefore not a mapping of social interactions
but a comprehensive and interpretative vision of the facts
that are told, a focus on the content of the narrative and not
its form. Thus, by mapping the presence of the characters,
we analyze the space created by the narration, we
reconstruct a fictional space based on character appearance
metadata. In this respect, it is interesting to recall how
Rimmon-Kenan (1983:29-42 cited by Hunt et al. 2013:5)
describes the difference between the “level of the story” and
the “level of the text”.
Analyses that automate terms, nouns and pronouns
indexing (e.g. Keim et al 2008 or Mott et al. 2006), seem to
forget that characters are built by the reader, as Chatman
(1978:121-130) defends. It is not enough to identify their
strict occurrences; one must also focus on their implicit
appearances (in a group, in the background of an action,
etc.). Note also that the analysis of co-occurrences of
characters (their identification in a common scene) is one of
six aspects of Finnerrn (2010:162-164) methodology for the
study of Biblical characters, without forgetting that “the
guiding principle behind literary network analysis is that
narratives are not merely depictions of individual experience
in language but are also artificial societies whose imaginary
social forms can be quantified and analysed” (Sack
2013:185).
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Of course, the analysis and visualization of the actors in a
text is only one way among others to understand the
content of a narrative, often studied through its succession
of topics (e.g. Jacquemin 1997, Budanitsky and Hirst 2001,
Plaisant et al. 2006, Cui et al. 2011, or Kim et al. 2011),
language specifications (Rydberg-Cox 2011) or simply
words themselves (Burrows 2004 or Vuillemot et al. 2009),
not to mention traditional qualitative analyzes (Hamon 1998
and Bennema 2009).
Watching a text as a network
To extract a network out of a text, we must first divide the
text into parts. Compared to many literary works that do
not have a well-defined structure, the biblical texts1 are
particularly easy to divide due to their very precise and
studied internal organization, although the choice of the
unit is large. We have chosen a division into sections of
several verses, the pericopes. It has the great advantage of
being a coherent thematic, temporal and spatial unit.
In less structured texts, researchers rely on other types of
divisions: ten-words frame in Sack (2013:186) on Cervantes,
Dickens, Woolf or page by page in Rochat et al. (2013) on
Rousseau, but these approaches only consider the
mentioned characters, not the characters present in the
scene without being cited (which of course would be
impossible for many novels). Analysis by ten-words frames
or pages postulates that spatial proximity of proper names
in a text means a relationship between them (this measure
is still expertly weighted to minimize the effect of page
turning). Analysis by unity of action - as the text sections we
have chosen, but also scenes in a theatre play or a movie
script - ensures that meaning. Taking the section as a unit
goes against traditional practices, for this division is not
dependent on the original text (which raises the question of
what an original Biblical text is) but rather on the given
edition. We will see how this division is in fact
unproblematic (it does not bias the analysis, especially since
this division is interpretative and still respects the unity of
place) but also that it allows the analyst to leave the textual
reality and focus solely on the content and action reality,
which is beneficial for our characters analysis.
The advantage of focusing on the presence and not the
mere naming of a character is to leave a blind automated
distant reading for an interpretative qualitative approach.
Obviously, this requires a very careful reading of the text
and a meticulous tracking of all “presences”; something
which is made easy, in the case of the Gospels, by a small,
well studied corpus.
One must first identify all the actors in the section, i.e. those
involved in the action which takes place. Those cited as
references (the Lord, Moses, Isaiah, etc.) and the crowd2 are
therefore excluded. Furthermore, one can extrapolate the
presence of specific characters from global references (the
twelve disciples become Peter, John, James, etc.).

Figure 1. John 21 is divided into three sections A, B and C
(sets of verses that forms coherent units).
In our first example from John 21 (the miraculous catch),
randomly selected for its diversity, we consider three
sections: Jesus meets seven disciples (21A), then speaks
with Peter (21B), then with Peter in the presence of John
(21C).

Figure 2. Co-presence graph (projection of fig.1).
We can represent the situation in a simple graph (fig.1):
eight characters are listed in the first subdivision, two are
present in the second, and three are present in the third.
Here, an edge connects each character to the fragment(s) of
text in which he appears. This is visually interesting for such
a short excerpt. However, this type of bipartite graph
complicates the analysis if the volume of data to visualize
increases. The data is therefore visualized as a projected
graph (fig.2), where an edge materializes the presence of the
two characters in the same section, eliminating the
“references” nodes to keep only the “characters” nodes.
As all the characters were present in the first section, there
is an edge between each of them. Some edges are thicker
because of several (two or three) co-occurrences. We see a
denser group consisting of Jesus, John and Peter, leaving
the other disciples after the miraculous catch.

1 In this paper, the division of the Gospels into chapters, sections
(pericopes) and verses is taken from the Nouvelle Bible Segond
(NBS 2002) in French.

The crowd can rightly be considered as a “character”, but the
fact that this group changes composition in every scene is
problematic.
2
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Figure 3. Gospel of Matthew

these differences in the last section of this paper, but we can
already see how character network analysis does not only
produce quantitative output but also structural information
about the characters' involvement in the plot.

Four Gospels
Matthew
Fig.3 shows the result of this procedure for the Gospel of
Matthew. The size of the nodes and their color varies
according to their degree centrality (Koschützki et al. 2005),
the number of connections that link them to other
characters (we always speak about co-occurrences in the
sections/pericopes). Their spatial distribution is obtained
using a force-directed algorithm that moves nodes in the
manner of magnets seeking to reject others but being
attracted to those they are connected with.3
Jesus logically occupies the central place, here in white.4
Secondly, one can clearly see the twelve disciples, which are
densely intertwined to each other as they often appear
simultaneously. In this graph, Jesus is connected to every
single other character, except the two servants because of
whom Peter denied him.
We can differentiate the characters connected both to Jesus
and the disciples (above right) and those who appear in
events where only Jesus is present (left). At first glance, we
also clearly distinguish identified groups such as the cluster
composed by Mary, Mary Magdalene, the guards and the
angel of the tomb scene. Another cluster represents a
paralytic who met Jesus alone. By zooming in on the image,
we observe that the situation is not as obvious as it first
appears: the twelve disciples are not all equally connected
with the rest of the entourage of Christ. We will focus on
3

Mark
As can be expected, the network created from the Gospel
of Mark (fig.4) is very similar to that of Matthew’s, with a
few more characters. One can clearly observe the ministry
above the graph and the “Easter” cluster at the bottom. A
very small cluster (left) composed by the paralytic and his 4
carriers (plus the scribes criticizing Jesus) can also be found
on the left.
Luke
Because of its high number of characters, the Luke graph
(fig.5) is particularly interesting. One can clearly see all the
peripheral scenes and actions. It’s also the only graph where
some characters are disconnected from the whole network.
These are Luke and Theophilus, because of the very first
verse in which the evangelist addresses the recipient of the
Gospel. Since this situation fundamentally changes the
graph’s properties, we shall ignore these 2 people for the
sheer sake of our analysis. According to their meta status,
they do not partake in the narrative as the other characters
do.

Network graphs produced using Gephi (Bastian et al. 2009).

As in the graph commented by Cohen (2007), yet that graph
depicted the whole New Testament divided into chapters.
4
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Figure 4. Gospel of Mark

Figure 5. Gospel of Luke
4

John
Because it is entirely different from the three synoptic
Gospels on a narrative level, this Gospel’s graph is also
visually very dissimilar (fig.6). The twelve apostles are less
closely interwoven, and the side stories are less visible (on
the left) in a graph where everything seems to be part of a
unique big cluster.

Even though it is not possible to make a precise analysis of
the differences in these four networks, a global panorama
such as this already provides a fresh outlook and interrogate
our assumptions. Indeed, using the same spatialization
algorithm highlights the structural differences.
Figure 6. Gospel of John

Three levels of analysis

This is a first quantitative indicator of a qualitative aspect of
the text, that is, the fact that it perhaps contains more action
and dialogue scenes and less teaching and descriptive scenes
than other Gospels.

Graphs and visual aspects
The first level of analysis is the visual one. It should not be
depreciated because of its simplicity. In the analysis of very
large corpora, it is sometimes very informative for the
researcher to look at global patterns (e.g. Ryan 2007). Seeing
the object from up close provides a global outlook which
can then feed into a more precise analysis. In our case, we
can already see that the visual comparison of the four
graphs obtained above allows us to make some
assumptions.
General properties
The second level of analysis is the quantitative aspect of the
corpus: the number of chapters (fig.7) is an obvious
information, as is the number of sections (fig.8) or words
(fig.9). The number of characters (fig.10) however, along
with that of relations between those characters (fig.11) are
not trivial and give insights about the network graphs.
Unsurprisingly, the number of relations seems to be
proportional to the number of characters. But this
proportionality is not always observed: for instance, the
number of relations is very high in Mark, considering its
length (few text sections, so fewer possibilities to contain
relations).

Figure 7. Number of chapters

Figure 8. Number of sections
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Figure 12. Graph density

Figure 9. Number of Words

The density (fig.12) describes the completeness of the
network. It measures how close the network is to being
complete. A complete network has all possible edges (an
edge between each node) and a density equal to 1. Here,
because of it high number of nodes, Luke has a much lower
density (0.082) than John (0.169).

Figure 10. Number of characters

Figure 13. Average path length
The path length (fig.13) is a value obtained by testing the
distance between all pairs of nodes. Adjacent nodes have a
graph distance of 1. The average of all these paths provides
information about the structure of the network. Although
John was the most dense graph, its average path length is
very high, which is not obvious at first. This is due to the
position of Jesus. While he is connected to almost all
characters in the synoptic Gospels, it is not the case with
John (take, for example, the position of this blind man,
connected with Pharisees and his parents, who are
themselves not connected with Jesus). If Jesus had been
connected to everyone, then the path length would always
be 2 because everybody could go through Jesus to reach
another character. In this hypothetical case, the value would
obviously be less than 2, because of the connections
between the characters themselves.

Figure 11. Number of relations
Thus, to derive information through a quantitative
approach restores the qualitative aspect of the object, as
Moretti argues when he writes, speaking about the number
of significant characters present in a narrative space, that
“the difference between five and fifteen is not just a matter
of quantity, here: it’s a qualitative, morphological one”
(Moretti 1999:68). This also puts qualitative information in
an intelligible context (Moretti 1999:149).
Network properties
The third level of analysis concerns the network
mathematical properties themselves. Indeed, the humanities
and social sciences can take advantage of network analysis,
for it provides them with many useful metrics to categorize
graph properties and well-described algorithms. The
analysis of these metrics differs from visual analysis: the
results do not need to be subjectively interpreted to be
usable (the visual result of a network analysis may be
displayed differently depending on the spatial algorithm
selected).
In our example, we’ll have a look at three of them, and use
them to conduct a comparison of the characteristics of Luke
and John.

Figure 14. Average clustering coefficient
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The clustering coefficient (fig. 14) is a way of measuring the
nodes’ tendency to appear as groups of various sizes. It
indicates how densely connected the neighborhood is.
A very heterogeneous network will have a high coefficient.
It appears that John doesn’t contain as many little
communities as Luke and the other synoptic Gospels (this
is a confirmation of the “visual” analysis, shown above).
One can also observe that the disciples cluster is less
interconnected than in the other texts: the disciples appear
less united in John.

In John, the most connected disciples exceed by far the
number of connections of the other disciples, which is quite
remarkable and shows that the passages where the disciples
are all together are very occasional in this text.

Changing scale
Focusing on a structured group: the Apostles
Until now, we have tried to obtain a global view of the
network, but the most interesting observations are generally
possible when focusing on specific parts of networks. This
explains why the “magical” heuristic overviews of the data
visualization should not be sought at any price: the most
important is to clearly define the area to be analyzed.
One way to problematize this approach is to focus on an
already formed group, such as the twelve disciples. In the
Gospel of Mark, four disciples stand out: the two sons of
Zebedee, along with Peter and Andrew. As they appear
earlier in the text, they are more often cited along with other
characters, giving them a degree (number of connections)
above average. Peter also has a higher degree than the three
others.

Figures 17 and 18. Degree centrality of the 12 Apostles in
Luke and John.
These charts, and therefore the data behind them can
become signatures of the networks underlying the four
texts. Their four distinguishable properties make them
instantly recognizable to the reader able to decipher them.
Focusing on an isolated core network
Another way of trying to develop a graph signature is to
isolate a nucleus of well-defined characters. Consider Jesus,
Mary, Mary Magdalene, Judas, Peter, Pilate and John the
Baptist, and focus on the internal connections of this small
group. The strong relationship between Jesus and his
disciples is represented by thick edges in fig. 19-22 because
they very often appear in the same sections of the text. Less
involved in this core network, Mary, Pilate and Mary
Magdalene are connected because of their appearance in the
section in which Joseph of Arimathea asks for permission
to take Jesus down from the cross. In a very visual way, we
see four new signings. Again, it is not worth looking at the
position of Jesus, but at the secondary characters.
It is to be noted for example that John the Baptist changes
“partners” in each Gospels: he only is with Jesus in Matthew
(fig.19) at the baptism. He is with Peter in Mark (fig.20),
because his capture is placed in the same section as the first
calling of the disciples. He is connected to Mary in Luke
(fig.21), as he is concretely present when Mary visits
Elizabeth. Finally, he stands with Peter in John (fig.22), as
Peter is one of the two disciples of John the Baptist who
begin to follow Jesus.

Figures 15 and 16. Degree centrality of the 12 Apostles in
Matthew and Mark.
In the three Synoptic Gospels, the first followers of Jesus
have a superior degree to the others. They are four in
Matthew and Mark, and three in Luke. Although Judas
appear in the lower middle in the Synoptics (above all
because of his leaving the group after the Last Supper), he
holds an important position in John.
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Again, beyond the visual aspect, the degree centrality of the
characters is an element that allows recognizing patterns.
Without forgetting that a pattern is not only to be found in
regular forms: the lack of regularity is also meaningful.
Similarly, we should note that network analysis is not the
only way to search for patterns in such a text, as evidenced
by Oelke et al. (2013) about fingerprint matrices, or Don et
al. (2007).

Figure 23. Comparison of the degree of the main
characters in the four texts.
As we have done above, we can apply to this core network
the same mathematical calculation (fig.23), or vary the
composition of the core with recurrent characters. This
kind of focus may sometimes be more interesting in the
least explored corners of the network than in the core
network (see Williams 1996 and Focant 2003 on secondary
characters in Marc, Hunt et al. 2013 on John, or Woloch
2003 who questions the role of minor characters in novels,
in a rather inspiring way), as far as the data is rich enough
to avoid drawing conclusion on exceptional or completely
marginal cases.

Perspectives
In this study, we showed that network analysis and
visualization can lead to a new understanding of an already
well studied object. We can easily distinguish the four
Gospels in the three selected observation levels. Visually,
John is very different from the three Synoptics.
Quantitatively, although much shorter than the other three,
Mark has a very high density of relationships. Finally, in
terms of network properties, John is the most fragmented.
This article also shows that focusing on small selections of
characters, makes it possible to distinguish four patterns,
four different signatures.
Definitely, network analysis carries interesting potential for
biblical studies. When applied to this kind of textual corpus,
it complements the research on authorship attribution –
although the latter does not always need this kind of visual
aspect, e.g. the “Delta” proposed by Burrows (2002) – since
it can be used both syntactically and semantically. Without
revolutionizing the discipline, this tool illustrates and
provides additional insight to the question of the synoptic
problem. In particular, opportunities exist in the
“horizontal” comparison of the texts, which can also be
extended to all the apocryphal manuscripts.
This method can also be of great interest in the “vertical”
comparison of the many versions of the same text, mapping

Figures 19-22. ‘Core network’ around the same set of
characters. The number that appears next to the name
indicates the degree centrality of the character.
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syntactic units instead of characters. In both cases,
horizontal and vertical, these means do not replace the
expert eye of the researcher but speed up the process. They
also allow the systematic comparing of information,
offering a new look at this well explored object.

presence is irregular, or if they are only present along, and
overshadowed by the main heroes (the opposite is also true:
according to Agarwal et al. 2012:94 the Mouse in Alice in
Wonderland is very central in the complete graph despite
appearing only once in a crowded chapter). However, a
dynamic network is sometimes hard to read, especially
because it involves the risk for the reader of losing track of
the “mental map”, when facing a graph whose points
change space, colour or size too drastically (Purchase et al.
2007). This problem can be partially offset by an adjacent
matrix visualization (Stein et al. 2010), yet the latter raises
further issues of large datasets.

This approach can be completed by a dynamic analysis (see
Van de Bunt et al. 1999, Brandes and Corman 2003, Carley
2003, Berger-Wolf and Jared 2006, Goldenberg and Zheng
2006 and Stein et al. 2010) to compensate for the fact that
the display of a comprehensive network does not describe
all aspects of the narrative, thus avoiding some characters
that appear very infrequently, but in a context where there
are many stakeholders, taking center stage. Very important
people may be thrown to the periphery of the graph if their

§
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